
                          

 

Frequently Asked Questions 

1. Is my museum eligible to take part? 

2. When do I need to sign up by? 

3. What if I have more than one site? 

4. How many e-mail addresses will I need to collect? 

5. How do I collect e-mail addresses? 

6. Who will the e-mail survey invite come from?  

7. Who will I be benchmarked against? 

8. What happens at the end of the funded period? Will there be a charge? Will I 

be able to opt out? 

9. I only open seasonally – how does this affect my benchmarks? 

10. Who can access my results?  

11. What security measures will be taken to prevent unauthorised access? 

12. Does the benchmarking include schools and other users e.g. Events and special 

visits? 

13. Does the benchmarking include virtual users? 

14. Will there be opportunities to meet up with other participants? 

 

  



                          

1. Is my museum eligible to take part? 

Participation is open to AIM members in England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland. 

Local Authority museums are also very welcome to join, provided that they are members 

of AIM.  

2. When do I need to sign up by? 

AIM Visitor Verdict launched in October 2013, but 80 new places have been made 

available in March 2014. Please get in touch as soon as possible to secure your place. 

3. What if I have more than one site? 

You are able to sign up as many sites you would like but each individual museum counts 

as one sign up. We do request, however, you only sign up substantive sites and exclude, 

for example, sites which are only open by request or off site buildings. 

4. How many e-mail addresses will I need to collect? 

Put simply, as many as you can and as regularly as you can.  The more e-mail addresses 

you get and the better these are spread over the different times of day, days of the week 

and weeks of the year that your museum is open, the more reflective of your actual 

visitors the results will be.  

We are estimating a response rate of around 15-30%. This means, on average, from 

1,000 correct e-mail addresses collected we would expect to get between 150 and 300 

completed responses. 

We would recommend collecting an absolute minimum of 700 e-mail addresses per year 

to try to ensure that you receive at least 100 completed responses to the main survey. 

5. How do I collect e-mail addresses? 

We’ll provide you with some suggestions on the best way to collect e-mail 

addresses.  This will be designed to help you make sure you invite a representative 

sample of visitors. 

These Guidance Notes will be flexible, recognising that each museum operates differently 

in terms of staffing and layout.  You can use these Guidance Notes to find the best way 

to do this at your museum. 

We suggest collecting e-mail addresses on entry to the museum so that the decision to 

sign-up to receive the survey invite is not influenced by the nature of the visit experience 

itself.  

We also recommend collecting e-mail addresses steadily rather than in chunks, i.e: 

throughout the day, across a range of day types and throughout the year.  



                          

6. Who will the e-mail survey invite come from?  

A computer generated invite will be sent to visitors. 

Your museum name will appear in the inbox of visitors as the sender of the e-mail survey 

invite.  The subject line of the email will refer to their recent visit to your museum. 

The invitation will explain that your museum is participating in an AIM scheme to help 

improve the visitor experience at your museum and will have an AIM signatory at the end 

of the invite. 

7. Who will I be benchmarked against? 

As well as being able to see the individual results for your site, your results will be 

benchmarked against all other participating museums and those museums that are 

similar to yours in terms of: visitor numbers; region; museum type; whether free or paid 

entry and whether open all year or seasonally. 

Results are updated 'in 'real time' as soon as each survey is completed by a visitor.  You 

will be able to view results on-line via your own webpage within our online reporting 

system. 

8. What happens at the end of the funded period? Will there be a charge? Will I 

be able to opt out? 

AIM Visitor Verdict is being funded by Arts Council England (ACE) until the end of 

September 2015 and will be free to 230 AIM members during this period.  

The cost to continue your participation after that period will be kept low but there will be 

the opportunity to opt out at this point if you wish. 

9. I only open seasonally – how does this affect my benchmarks? 

Both your site's results and your benchmarks will be available to view on a quarterly and 

half-yearly basis as well as at the full year level. This will allow you to look at the 

benchmarks that are comparable to the period during which your site is open. 

10. Who can access my results?  

The nominated site contact at your site will be given a unique user id and password. 

Within the online system there will be an easy to use admin area and it will be the site 

contacts responsibility to use this area to create (and remove if necessary) additional user 

id’s and passwords for anyone else in your organisation who they wish to have access to 

your site’s data. The only other people who will have access to your data will be BDRC 

Continental administrators.  
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11. What security measures will be taken to prevent unauthorised access? 

The survey and results will be managed within an established online system which has 

high levels of security built into it. Data cannot be accessed without a valid login and the 

site has an SSL encryption certificate, accounts get blocked if more than three incorrect 

attempts are made to access them. 

12. Does the benchmarking include schools and other users e.g. Events and 

special visits? 

No, the survey is designed to measure the visitor experience for non-education visitors 

and of the visitor experience during normal opening hours (i.e. when there are no special 

events taking place). 

Education visitors are excluded as their visit experience and motivations for visiting tend 

to be very different to other visitors. Event days and special visits are also excluded for 

similar reasons and further to ensure benchmark comparisons between sites are based 

on the ‘normal’ site experience. 

13. Does the benchmarking include virtual users? 

No, the survey will focus on the on-site visitor experience so virtual users will not be 

included in the sample. 

14. Will there be opportunities to meet up with other participants? 

Yes, there will be an annual seminar each year where all participating sites will be invited 

to attend. BDRC Continental will present a summary of trends within the sector and there 

will be an opportunity for participants to share examples of best practice and use of 

survey results. 
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